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	Candidates Name: Janice Storozuk
	Candidates Office: Division Director
	District Number: 64
	Toastmasters member since: August 1, 2007
	Education: Bachelor of Commerce (Hons)
	Toastmasters offices held and terms of service: -Area 11 Director (2023-2024)-Over the years as a member of the Healthy Talkers TM Club, I have held all Club Officer roles except VPM & SAA. Some roles more than once.
	Toastmasters honors and recognition: -Completed CC & CL prior to Pathways -Completed L3 Team Collaboration-also working on Strategic Relationships
	Relevant work experience and how it relates to Toastmasters and your role as a District officer: Strong communication is essential as a business advisor and I have excelled in this role for almost 29 years. I am very patient and successfully work with people from all backgrounds and skills sets. I am a very resourceful person and know where to find the information the other person needs. Marketing has always been a passion. It was the focus of my university degree and very likely why I lean towards TM VPPR roles and activities.
	What experience do you have in strategic planning: I have planned numerous work events, coordinated 3 office relocations and played key roles in guiding a TM club through the highs and lows of membership numbers. My year as Area 11 Director has challenged me to be proactive supporting and coaching clubs with low memberships. For almost 29 years I have counselled small business owners through challenges. Whether helping deal with a difficult employee, or explaining how to comply with government rules, my goal is to facilitate success and growth at these small businesses.
	What experience do you have in the area of finance: I have managed work events for upwards of 100 attendees and guests, oversaw general operations of a large day care centre and managed minor hockey teams.
	What experience do you have in developing procedures: When guidance documents such as an office manual, media directory, day care centre manual, etc. were not in place, I created them! Explaining procedures is my daily task as a business advisor. For example, I explain employment standards rules and what a business owner needs to do so they are not violating the rules. Or, I walk a business owner through the topics of discussion when having to manage a difficult employee - or having to terminate them.
	What lessons did you learn from previous leadership positions: With volunteer leadership situations, it's important to remember that sometimes other commitments take precedence so one must be ready to adapt to change; be ready to put up a hand up to support the team if another team member is unable to do their part. Plus, everyone has different strengths and weaknesses, different personalities. Look at differences as an opportunity rather than a challenge.
	Why do you want to serve as a district officer: Continue growing and stepping outside of my comfort zone. Meeting more great people across D64. Sharing my institutional knowledge about TM and my skills and creativity to support others in their work. Contributing to the further growth and success at D64.
	In your opinion what are the district missions major objectives and how would you work to achieve them: Maintain focus on individual members and continue exploring creative ways to build awareness of TM clubs (ie., what about Tik Tok and other social media platforms where the younger generations congregate?) When individuals are active in their TM journeys, there is a positive upward impact further up the TM organization.
	Additional information about yourself: I always want to see others succeed, no matter what goals they have set. Being a TM has helped build my confidence and skills and I want to pay it forward for others across D64.


